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Journal Prompt:

How do I give to 
myself 
generously?



Way of Mastery

� Everything is about Self-Love

� “I open  and receive the reality of LOVE for myself-now!”

� CELEBRATE that you are in the perfect universe, and you 
abide as Love.



Dealing with 
FEAR

Think of one thing that 
causes you fear….

� “For love is what allows 
transmutation of anything 
that comes into the physical 
system and allows it to be 
turned to that which supports 
the energetic wholeness of 
the physical system itself. 

� It is far greater to have a 
bottle of scotch for breakfast 
in a state of total LOVE, than 
it is to have nine thousand 
vitamins with one tiny little 
fearful thought. That is 
something for you to think 
about. “



PRACTICE: 
Transmuting 
fear through 
Love

� Stand up or sit with raised arms out wide with palms UP to sky

� Breathe that Love

� Feel that Love

� That memory or feeling will begin to dissolve

� All events are neutral

� Let each moment then, find you in the simple quiet inner enjoyment that 
comes from the decision to love. Love is taking out the garbage.  Love the 
rain, the crying child, the upset friend. Love embraces all things, allows all 
things, trusts all things, and therefore transcends all things. 



“Money is a 
current, a 
carrier, a 
conduit for our 
intentions.”



Transforming your relationship 
from scarcity to
sufficiency

� “There is a principle of 
sufficiency…When you let go 
of trying to get more of what 
you don’t really need, which is 
what we’re all trying to get 
more of, it frees up immense 
energy to make a difference 
with what you have.”



“When you let 
your money 
move to the 
things you care 
about, your life 
lights up. That’s 
really what 
money is for.”



There is nothing 
outside of me

When you choose 
to Love in any 
moment, you are 
the one who gets 
to receive the 
benefits of Love 
first.



Write 3 beliefs you 
have about 
money.
What is one thing 
that feels 
sufficient to me? 

Practice breathing in 
LOVE. Write down 
what happens for you. 

Next Week: My belief about money is…


